
Ecotopia TC



30 May - 5 June, 2024

 participants days

Bari, Italy

during

30 6



Italy
3 participants from each country

Deadline to select participants

December 20, 2024

Azerbaijan

Greece

Türkiye

Georgia

Morocco

Portugal

Belgium

Spain

Poland
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The main aim of the project is to raise awareness in the topics of environmental
problems and sustainability. 

As the decision makers of the future, the participation of the youth in addressing
environmental problems is of the utmost importance, which requires them to know the
actual cause and effect of the issue. 

The objective is to enhance the awareness of the youth in this issue and provide them
with necessary tools to take action. 

Aim of the project
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experienced professionals and promoting active participation of youth
by providing necessary skillsets, different tools and follow-up action list for participants to
organize various events in local communities that address and promote green thinking

by creating a chance for partnership building among people of participating organizations
in international level
by providing necessary tools for participants to develop international project idea with their
chosen partner organizations

by sharing best experiences in the environment and fight against climate change
by providing useful resources to youth workers in the mentioned topic
by learning from the experience of other participating organizations working in environment
and climate change topics

To improve key competences of young people engaged in environmental issues and promote
active citizenship:

To strengthen cooperation between international organizations and scale of youth activities

To encourage youth work with the highest quality

Objectives of the project
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Young people with fewer opportunities
Youth who are interested in increasing their knowledge about climate change and being
active citizens.
Youth workers actively working at local level
Environmental activists working at the local level
Students studying ecology, environmental engineering, climate studies, environmental
science and sustainability, and similar majors
People working in/with governmental organizations within the scope of this topic
Local decision-makers, policymakers 
Teachers working with pupils teaching environmental science

Profile of the participants
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To increase awareness in environmental problems and its core reasons;
To support the improvement of society to become more informed and problem-solver in
environmental issues;
To provide with required knowledge and skills to understand environmental problems and
handling methods

To build a network and partnership among youth for further projects in environmental issues;
To establish a good foundation for trainers of future

The impacts of the project can be divided into short-term and long-term:

Short-term:

Long-term:

Impact of the project
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Travel limits
Azerbaijan - 360 euro
Georgia - 360 euro
Belgium - 320 euro (green travel)
Spain - 320 (green travel)
Greece - 275 euro
Poland - 275 euro 
Portugal - 410 (green travel)
Türkiye - 275 euro 
Morocco - 360 euro 

Before booking your flights, please inform us and wait for approval.  Arrival
day is 29th of May, departure day is 6th of June.
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‘The association MOH (Mobility Opportunities Happening APS) is a newborn non-profit, non-
governmental and non-political association which operates on national and international levels in
the field of youth mobility and non-formal education. Established in March 2019, it gathers
youngsters from different villages of the hinterland of the regional capital of Puglia,
Bari. Board members of the association are former or current students of various subjects, from
Philosophy, to Biology, Literature and Veterinary Medicine.

’COMMON SENSE’’ Youth Organization from Azerbaijan: CSYO is a non-political, nonprofit,
non-governmental organization in the city of Sumgait, Azerbaijan. It has 16
years of experience working through non-formal education, concentrating on youth
work and young people’s development, voluntarism, peacebuilding, environment,
healthy living and youth participation.

Organizers
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Italy - Mobility Opportunities Happening APS (MOH)

Azerbaijan - Common Sense Youth Organization

Greece - The southern lights

Spain - Fundación Plan B Educación

Portugal - Rio Neiva - Environmental Defense Association

Morocco - LaraCultura

Georgia - International Center for Peace and Integration

Turkiye - SINOP Education Programs and Universal Cultural Activities Association

Belgium - JOETZ

Poland - Association Reflections on Europe

Partner NGOs
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Contact Persons

Rosanna Bellomo

+393409323771

Moh.organisation@gmail.com


